
Major indices had a short-lived rally during the short week and 
closed slightly lower. Volatility has tapered off ahead of the summer, 
but stocks still reacted negatively to headlines. While nonfarm payrolls 
beat expectations on Friday, the majority of the macroeconomic data 
was negative. 
 Bowser stocks (up 1.6% for the week) showed relative strength 
and continued to rally despite the weakness.  StealthGas (GASS) stole 
the spotlight and soared to a new 52-week high on high relative volume. 
Multiple growth recommendations continued to selloff as value stocks 
received higher inflows for a third consecutive month. 

Bowser Notes
MamaMancini's (MMMB) recovered some of its recent pullback following strong 
quarterly results. Although profits were lower than expected, the company provided 
guidance of a $100 million annual sales run-rate over the next year. The stock reacted 
positively to the report but is still down 13% over the past month. 
StealthGas (GASS) shares surged to as energy concerns persist in Europe. The 
relative strength did not come from a specific headline, but investors are clearly 
flocking to stocks that they believe will benefit from the limited LPG supply. While 
these higher prices may be temporary, it does not lessen the milestone of GASS 
trading at a two-year high.

Company Headlines
• Monday: Markets closed in observance of Memorial Day. 
• Tuesday: MamaMancini's (MMMB) reported revenue of $13.9 million for 
1QFY22, up 38% from $10 million in the same period last year. Safe Bulkers 
(SB) entered into an agreement for the acquisition of two Chinese dry-bulk, 
82,500 dwt, Kamsarmax class vessels, at attractive prices.
• Wednesday: Parks! America (PRKA) announced its contract with Dale Van 
Voorhis was updated and renewed effective June 1, 2022.
• Thursday: No significant headlines.
• Friday: TOMI Environmental Solutions (TOMZ) has been included on the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) list of “Disinfectants for Emerging 
Viral Pathogens: List Q” for the use of its BIT solution to help fight the spread 
of rare or novel viruses such as Monkeypox virus, SARS-CoV-2 and its variants 
that causes COVID-19.
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Insider Activity
• FPAY:  One buy of 833 shares 
@ $1.17.
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Upcoming Dates
Events to mark on your calendar:    
• June 7:  OESX earnings.
• June 9:  DSWL & TPCS 
earnings.
• June 14:  MMMB earnings.
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